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Abstract: In satellite communications, the major issue is to receive a reliable signal. But few factors affect the signal
from continuous availability. One of the major factors that affect signal availability is rain. Even a small amount of
rainfall may cause fading of the transmitted signal because of absorption and scattering by the rain molecules. Fade
mitigation techniques are the counter measures to the rain attenuation which are used to reduce signal loss relatively.
Time diversity is one of those techniques. Implementation of time diversity on the data collected from experimental
setup at KL University is presented. Parameters such as frequency of link, free space path loss, the transmitter power,
gain of antenna, distance between receiver and transmitter and cable losses are included in the calculations of Fade
margin. Results presented agree with the reduction of signal loss during rain events occurred at the experimental
location.
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INTRODUCTION

From the past decades, the satellite communication grew heavily in the services offered and it also grew in
usages [1]. The usage is increasing day by day. Telephone services are firstly rendered by satellite communications.
Later, broadcasting services started the use of satellite communications. Few other services also started its advent.
They are fixed satellite services, Direct to home, television broadcasting etc. High definition television and
Video on demand are supported now in India. Vast distant communications can be done using SATCOM.

The growth of satellite communications lead to need of much larger frequencies. This growth may lead to
use frequencies of above 10 GHz. These are larger than frequencies of C and Ku bands. In order to meet the links
requirements of higher capacity, high data rates and high speed is necessary [2] and [3]. But the transmission of
the signal at these higher frequencies may lead to loss in signal leading to signal attenuation. Many things come
into play like fog, clouds precipitation etc [4] and [5].

The system’s ability to perform high gradually decreases mainly because of rain. It acts as a major problem
in the transmission process of the signal. The impact on the signal transmitted is mainly more in the places where
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rainfall is more. Similarly, the impact on the signal transmitted is less on the areas where the rainfall is less. The
rainfall is generally more in tropical regions. Tropical regions are shown below in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Tropical regions of the world [6]

1. Experimental Data Analysis on Specific Events

Fade margin is the difference between the strength of signal at the receiver end and the minimum signal strength.
Fade margin is calculated in decibels (dB). It can be said as the margin between the signal received and minimum
signal strength. In order to maintain the signal quality and reduce the loss of signal due to rainfall, few techniques
are implemented. These are called as Fade Mitigation Techniques (FMT). These are implemented so that the
signals reliability is increased. To maintain the signal quality, and its performance, these techniques are very
handful [7] and [8]. Power controls, satellite diversity, time diversity are few fade mitigation techniques. Among
these, Time diversity is an important technique and a bit more reliable technique. In all means, it is a promising
technique. The expenditure involved is less in time diversity technique. It can as be trusted because it is not
necessary to alter the equipment used in the satellite. It is not necessary to design the whole equipment. The
redesigning of hardware and synchronization methods are not needed [9]. The memory unit being used will be
high as the data will be stored temporarily [10-15]. The technique is unique and the signal is given a bit interval
and transmitted. This refers to addition of a time delay.

The ITU-R model [16], [18], [19] is taken as the reference in this model. The attenuation prediction
procedures are shown in Fig. 2. The calculation and parameters listed out [17] are used.

(A) Experimental data analysis

The data analysis refers to the calculation of the rain attenuation and also the calculation of fade margin by
taking a one day rainfall event on 16th February 2015, 09th May 2015, 06th July 2015, 26th July 2015 and on 25th

October, 2015. The intensity of rain is taken in mm/hr. The attenuation is calculated by using the amplitude. The
graphs are plotted between the attenuation and time as shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

(B) Fade Margin

It can be said as the margin below which the received signal can be reduced without loss of the signal. Fade
margin is the difference between the strength of signal at the receiver end and the minimum signal strength. Fade
margin is calculated in dB. It can be said as the margin between the signal received and minimum signal strength.
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Figure 2: Schematic presentation of Space Earth Path, A: frozen precipitation, B: height of the rain, C: precipitation of
the liquid. D: Space earth path, LG: horizontal projection, Hs: the height of the station

Figure 3: Typical rain event on 16th February, 2015

Figure 4: The typical rain event on 09th May, 2015
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Figure 7: Typical rain event on 25th October, 2015

Figure 5: Typical rain event on 06th July, 2015

Figure 6: Typical rain event on 26th July, 2015
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The greater the fade margin, the greater the availability of link will be. The less the fade margin, the lesser the
link availability will be. Fade margin is calculated from the day events mentioned in the experimental data
analysis section and is plotted in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 respectively.

Fade margin depends upon gain of system and also gain of antenna. Fade margin for the given data
mathematically represented as:

Fade margin = received signal strength at that point / the minimum signal strength

Fade margin [dB] = Received signal strength at that point [dB] – Minimum signal strength [dB]

The fade margin plotted in the figures (Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12) is caluclated on a
particular day, at a given time, amplitude, frequency, intensity, attenuation, attenuation (att) > 0 and minimum
signal strength. The time, amplitude, frequency, intensity are been take during the rain event and the attenuation
is the difference between the average of the amplitude and the amplitude at that point. The values above zero
attenuation are marked under attenuation > 0 and the minimum value of signal amplitude is considered as the
minimum signal strength for computing fade margin which is the difference between received signal strength at
the given time and the minimum signal strength observed during the event.

Figure 8: Fade margin on 09th May, 2015

Figure 9: Fade margin on 06th July, 2015
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Figure 12: Fade margin on 26th July, 2015

Figure 10: Fade margin on 16th February, 2015

Figure 11: Fade margin on 25th Oct 2015
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Table 1 shows the data sample on 09th may 2015 which is collected at KL University. The received amplitude
of the signal, the down converted signal frequency, intensity of rain during the event occurrence, attenuation
caused during the event at each sample collection, minimum signal strength received during the day and the
computed fade margin for the event is tabularised.

Table I
A Sample of Data Used for Computing Fade Margin on 09th May 2015

Time Amplitude Frequency Intensity Attenuation Attenuation minimum Fademargin
(dB) (GHz) (mm/h) >0  signalstrength  (dB)

22:17:30 -56.91 1.276 67.255 6.91 6.91 -59.73 2.82
22:17:40 -56.82 1.276 69.176 6.82 6.82 -59.73 2.91
22:17:50 -55.84 1.276 57.577 5.84 5.84 -59.73 3.89
22:18:00 -54.71 1.276 82.736 4.71 4.71 -59.73 5.02
22:18:10 -55.97 1.276 54.359 5.97 5.97 -59.73 3.76
22:18:20 -56.71 1.276 114.767 6.71 6.71 -59.73 3.02
22:18:30 -54.88 1.276 34.136 4.88 4.88 -59.73 4.85
22:18:40 -56.11 1.276 46.116 6.11 6.11 -59.73 3.62
22:18:50 -55.08 1.276 51.718 5.08 5.08 -59.73 4.65
22:19:00 -60.11 1.276 58.333 10.11 10.11 -59.73 -0.38

2. Experimental View of Time Diversity Technique

The time diversity technique includes a delay signal from which the improved signal is to be taken. According to
the technique a delay is to be added to the above signal. Here a delay of 10 minutes i.e. �d = 10 is considered for
the analysis. For reasonable understanding from Fig. 13, Fig. 14, Fig. 15, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, the data sample
where the actual rain attenuation is observed has been considered for plotting the received data, delayed version
of this received data and improved version of the received data on a particular date, after implementation of time
diversity technique. These figures are plotted correspondingly for the typical rain events which are plotted in the
Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. The received signal is plotted in blue. The delayed signal is
plotted in red and the improved signal is plotted in green. The improved versions of the received data in all the
subsequent figures show that the signal attenuation is minimized by using the time diversity technique.

Figure 13: Received, delayed and improved signal on 16 Feb 2015
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Figure 14: Received, delayed and improved signal on 09 May 2015

Figure 15: Received, delayed and improved signal on 06 Jul 2015

Figure 16: Received, delayed and improved signal on 26 Jul 2015
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Figure 17: Received, delayed and improved signal on 25 Oct 2015

3. CONCLUSION

On observations during the rain events occurred in the experimental location, the fade margin is calculated from
the data that is collected at KL University. If the rain duration is so long there is chance of unavailability of
signal. This can be observed from the fade margin which is 11 dB on 16th February 2015, 9 dB on 09th May 2015,
7 dB on 06th July 2015, 11 dB on 26th July 2015 and 10 dB on 25th October 2015 respectively. The Time Diversity
technique being a time tolerant technique, it is observed that signal attenuation is controlled to a good extent and
thus makes the signal available for user.
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